Angelic by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 17 inches
Beads and other products needed for one necklace:
9 - 14mm Crystal Golden Shadow Swarovski Elements Crystal Large Hole Round Bead
(SC6590)
1 - 16x12mm Gold Plated Pewter Toggle Clasp by TierraCast® (GP2129)
2 - 8x8mm Gold Plated Pewter Hammertone Cones by TierraCast® (GP2301)
126 inches total – Naturally Embellishment Cords (SM5015) and Light Neutral
Embellishment Cords (SM5017)
16 inches - 24 Gauge Gold Plated Craft Wire (CW0106)
Tools needed to complete the necklace:
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutters
Scissors
Hypo Tube Cement (TL1202)
Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring
Pearl Knotting - Floating Beads
Diva Cord Clasp – Option 1
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit
FusionBeads.com and select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar.
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Instructions to complete “ Angelic ” necklace:
Step 1
Choose six types of cord of your choosing from the Naturally Embellishment Cords
and Light Neutral Embellishment Cords. Using scissors, cut three 40-inch lengths of
each of the six types of cord (18 lengths total).
Tip
In the following steps, beads are strung onto cords with knots anchoring them into
place. Please refer to the Pearl Knotting - Floating Beads Technique before
beginning the next step. The technique is similar to the way this necklace is
constructed.
Step 2
Select any three of the same type of cord. Holding all three cords together, tie an
overhand knot about 5 inches from one end of the cords. String one large hole
crystal round bead onto the long end of the cords. Slide the bead up against the
knot, and tie another overhand knot on the other side of the bead, anchoring it in
place. About 0.5 inches from the last knot, tie another overhand knot.
Step 3
In the same manner as in the previous step, continue stringing the remaining
crystal round beads onto the cords and anchoring them into place with knots,
allowing about 0.5 inch of space between beads.
Step 4
Lay each of the 18 cords (including the section that is strung with beads) on your
work surface. Using 8 inches of wire, attach one end of the cords to one cone (see
Diva Cord Clasp – Option 1 Technique), looping the wire through one side of the
toggle clasp at Step 15 of the technique.

Tip
We left 3.5 inches of cord between the cone and the first knotted bead. You can
make this section longer or shorter to make a longer or shorter necklace.
Step 5
Separate the cords into 3 groups:
Left - (this group will be referred to as A in succeeding steps) 7 cords
Center - (B) the cords strung with beads
Right - (C) the 8 remaining cords
Step 6
Braid A, B and C together loosely.
Step 7
Using 8 inches of wire, attach the second end of the cords to the remaining cone
(see Diva Cord Clasp – Option 1 Technique), looping the wire through the other side
of the toggle clasp at Step 15 of the technique.

For more Inspiration jewelry ideas and to meet all your beading needs, visit
FusionBeads.com!
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